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EDITORIAL
Well the Autumnal Equinox is almost upon us...
"Autumnal equinox, two moments in the year when the Sun is exactly above the Equator and day and
night are of equal length; also, either of the two points in the sky where the ecliptic (the Sun's annual
pathway) and the celestial equator intersect."
This means that things get cooler, both workflow and outdoors, but I would say good luck with that, given
the current conditions.
Most of us are aware of the delay in implementation of the NATRF 2022 Datum and there seems to be a
brief sigh of relief given the bombardment of data from all sides. I would remind you that this will happen
some time or another and we will be well advised to come to grips with this event. I for one, am happy that
we have a resident proponent of the "coordinate world" that understands the importance of these enormous
changes in the person of Earl Burkholder. Thanks for keeping us abreast of what is to come.
As the world of UAS takes off, so to speak, there are a myriad of key concerns to address regarding the
various aspects of keeping the technology usage safe and secure. Included herein is an interesting piece
on the technology to detect and Mitigate UAS systems. We are happy to see that students are able to get
back to class, both at CNM and NMSU. We also wish to encourage interaction with our GIS and Spatial
Data clan and to recognize the efforts within the GAC organization in obtaining the huge amount of Lidar
data over the entire State.
Congratulations to David Acosta in his new position within the ranks of the NSPS governance. Together
with Amanda Allred they will get the word out in diversity.
Welcome to ALTERRA as a new sponsor/advertiser in this newsletter- Thank you Wess. Thank you also to
all our other advertiser, keep them busy with your business. We also thank Vectors, Inc. for their generous
giving of time and resources in aiding those in need during the Covid19 Pandemic.
Barry Δ
Front cover: Aerial photo of Scan Crew at Santo
Domingo Bridge
Back cover: Paul Mares with CSTi - As built survey of
Santo Domingo Bridge with Leica P30 Laser Scanner.
Photos sent in by David Acosta with CSTi.
Editorial Policy

Benchmarks is Accepting
Paid Advertising
The advertising rates are:
Full Page Ad .... $100
1/2 Page Ad .... $75
1/4 Page Ad .... $50
Business Card .... $20

Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Unless copyrighted, articles may
be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the author and to this
publication. All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor at barryphillips.pls@
gmail.com. Submission of an article does not guarantee publication. We reserve the right to edit all submitted
material, and no material will be returned. The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not necessarily
those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.
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President’s
Angle
Matt Norman, PS
(2020 NMPS President)
August 2020

Greetings NMPS Members and Fellow Surveyors,
I don’t know about you but at my house the dinner table discussion is all about back to school….or
back to the home office laptops, or hurry up and wait for the next set of instructions. I do not envy
those in the education world having to make the tuff decisions, with so many unknowns; yet I do
applaud them for trying. As a proud father of three with a School Teaching wife, I can safely say I am
happy to have a bit more certainty about my day-to-day operations as a Surveyor.
Speaking of uncertainties, do you know anyone in the Geospatial community that has recently fallen on substantial hardships? If so the generous and proactive thinking team at Vectors Inc. have
put together the “Vectors Inc. Geospatial Community Relief Fund” and their objective is to help
those in need. Nominations for the charity can be made by following the simple directions and
guidelines spelled out on the https://www.vectorsinc.com/ website. If after reviewing the link you
have additional questions Taylor Stuyvesant Curlee with Vectors Inc. can be reached at
taylorsc@vectorsinc.com or 505-821-3044. I’m always impressed with the generosity and
commitment to the geospatial community that Matt Nawrocki and Vecors Inc. provide; and I’m sure
this will help those who need it.
Recently myself and other Executive NMPS Board members have had some discussion with a new
potential lobbyist. We are currently reviewing the budget and will plan to continue discussions on
the matter. I recently sent a brief letter to NMPS members promoting Chapter involvement and was
contacted by Cliff Spirock with the BOL. Mr. Spirock reminded me Chapters could request an
informal participation from the BOL PSC members to provide any “news” as it may pertain, he also
mentioned desiring feedback for their annual Education Scholarship. I’d like to thank those who have
responded to the letter and look forward to seeing you all again soon.
Respectfully,
Matt Norman. P.S.
NMPS President
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Save $500 on the
New Mexico RTK Network!
AllTerra is proud to present RTK correction services in New Mexico! The AllTerra RTK
Network now has coverage throughout the Permian Basin in southeastern New Mexico.
Use your R12, R10, R8, Geo7, R2 or R1 and receive RTK corrections without a base.
Leave your base receiver in the truck and enjoy the freedom of Network corrections.

Subscribe TODAY at 50% Off and lock in
$500 annual savings for life.
Call 281-885-1501 to sign up!

Not Sure? Request a FREE 1-WEEK TRIAL
at allterracentral.com/rtknet-nm
© 2020, AllTerra Central

allterracentral.com
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NMPS
412 North Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
(505) 393-1462 Ph (505) 393-4836 Fax

August 13, 2020
Re: chartered NMPS chapter involvement
Dear NMPS Members,
I am writing this brief letter to encourage and promote the level of involvement within
the chartered NMPS chapters. Representation from many of the Chapters at the regularly
scheduled Executive Board meetings has been declining for some time now. As a
reminder, per the NMPS Constitution, the Board of Directors does include Chapter
Presidents. Furthermore, per the Bylaws “Each Chapter shall meet at least six times per
year”.
One of our main objectives as an organization is to encourage and promote the
professional development of members; a very beneficial means of doing so is by having
regularly scheduled chapter meetings. It is understandable that meetings are currently a
bit more challenging to have, however with the aid of all of the virtual meeting options, it
is definitely still feasible. Another option during these trying times might be to meet
outdoors.
It is not my intent to come down on anyone, but rather to motivate members to stay
involved and help our profession continue to acquire the respect and growth it deserves.
Our next Board of Directors meeting is scheduled for August 29th and I look forward to
seeing your chapter reports and seeing some familiar faces, one way or another. Stay safe
out there!

Sincerely,

Matt Norman, PS
NMPS President
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Algorithms for Low-Distortion Projections
Algorithms
for
Low-Distortion Projections
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE – Global COGO, Inc.
Definition:

Earl F. Burkholder,
PS,
F.ASCE
Global COGO, Inc.
Las Cruces,
NMPE,
88003
– August –2020
August 2020

An algorithm is a set of equations used in a computer program to solve a problem. When more than one
problem is to be solved, it is proper to use the plural form – algorithms. In this case, an algorithm is the
set of equations used for the bidirectional conversion between geodetic coordinates and map projection
coordinates. When more than one mapping zone is included, a program may contain several algorithms.
Scope:
This article discusses the algorithms that can be used to perform conversions between geodetic latitude
and longitude and state plane coordinates on the new terrestrial reference frame, the North American
Terrestrial Reference Frame of 2022 (NATRF2022).1 Presumably, the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) will
publish “official” algorithms in due time. In the meantime, the algorithms listed herein are shown to
meet the conversion criterion provided by NGS and are a restatement of the algorithms used on the
NAD 83 - modified to accommodate the proposed low-distortion projections (LDPs).
Background:
1. Conformal projections have been used for state plane coordinate systems (SPCS) since the 1930s.
a. Projection types include . . .
i.)
Lambert conformal conic.
ii.)
Transverse Mercator.
iii.)
Oblique Mercator.
b. Projections are mathematical but graphic illustrations are used to visualize the model.
c. Initially, mechanical desktop calculators were used to compute Projection Tables.
d. Conversion computations included extensive use of logarithms.
e. Design parameters for SPCS zones did not include elevation – only scale factor.
f. Combined factor was defined as the product of a sea-level factor times a scale factor.
g. SPCS length units were feet although NGS has always used meters for geodetic surveying.
h. In 1959 the ‘U.S. Survey Foot’ was named for SPCS coordinates until network readjusted.2
2. Algorithms for SPCS on NAD 27
a. Based on Clarke Spheroid of 1866; a = 6,378,206.4 m and b = 6,356,583.8 m.
b. Publication 62-4 by Charles Claire, State Plane Coordinates by Automatic Data Processing.3
c. Conversion algorithms were designed for electronic computers – more significant digits.
d. Tailored to duplicate logarithmic computations; absolute within 0.01 foot, relative is better.
e. In 1964 Prof. Berry designed reference surface for Michigan SPCS at approx. 800 feet.
f. Berry’s algorithm was designed for electronic computation and gave more precise results.
g. Berry’s system was successful although discrepancies in official publications for elevation
and grid scale factor computations were confusing to some. See Burkholder’s thesis.4
3. Algorithms for SPCS on NAD 83
a. Based on GRS 80 ellipsoid. Parameters: a = 6,378,137 m exact and 1/f = 298.2572221009.
b. Michigan SPCS for NAD 83 returned to ellipsoid instead of staying at 800 feet elevation.
c. Burkholder’s 1980 Master’s Thesis at Purdue University focused on map projections.
d. Appendix C in Thesis, “The Michigan Scale Factor” was presented at ACSM March 1980.
1
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e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

NGS published NAD 83 and some lobbied for continued use of U.S. Survey Foot.
Burkholder worked summer of 1983 at NGS to study conversion equations/methods.
NGS geodesist, T. Vincenty, summarized conversion equations for all projection types used.
NGS Manual 55 by J. Stem published in 1989. Burkholder’s contribution was acknowledged.
Burkholder’s algorithm for local coordinate system based on Berry’s work & NGS Manual 5.6
Current low-distortion projections (LDPs) scale projection axis instead of semi-major axis.

North American Terrestrial Reference Frame of 2022 (NATRF2022):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Digital revolution means that spatial/geospatial data are digital and 3-D (4-D if time stamped).
National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) is being redefined for the spatial data user community.
Target date for completion was December 31, 2022, but release date has been delayed.
NGS stated policy is to publish horizontal and vertical control values referenced to separate origins.
Spatial data user community includes GIS discipline in addition to surveying/engineering/mapping.
Geometrical integrity is critical for surveying etc. GIS users are more concerned with uniqueness.
Surveyors etc. wish to minimize grid/ground distortion and to be justified in ignoring correction.
A low-distortion projection at ground level can be used to minimize distortion for surveyors etc.
A state-wide projection at average topography is used for GIS. Distance distortion suffers.
Underlying latitude/longitude positions support movement of data from one SPCS zone to another.

Anticipating the Future:
1. NGS will publish results of readjustment
a. Coordinates
b. Elevations
c. Geoid heights
d. Deflection-of-vertical
e. Gravity
2. NGS defines “new” SPCS zones
a. Default policy is continued use of existing zone definitions modified to ground level.
b. In addition, NGS will design one overall ground-level zone for each state.
c. Additional zones will be included as needed and/or as requested by local stakeholders.
d. NGS will define “standard” zones for benefit of the user community.
e. Each zone will be designed to accommodate elevation/terrain of area covered.
f. NGS will publish parameters for each SPCS zone.
g. Primary unit of length is meters. International foot units published at state request.
3. Description of Algorithms for SPCS on NATRF2022:
a. Projection axis scale is modified to place projection surface closer to topography
i.) Local
ii.) Statewide
b. Changes to map projection model
i.) Longitude will be counted 0° to 360 ° eastward from the Greenwich Meridian.
ii.) Lambert – two-standard parallel model replaced by one-standard parallel model.
iii.) Transverse Mercator – modify defining grid scale factor to accommodate elevation.
iv.) Oblique Mercator – modify defining grid scale factor to accommodate elevation.
c.
Equations for 2022 conversions will resemble those used in NGS Manual 5.
i.) Summary of algorithms for three zone types is given in Oregon example.
ii.) NGS will define all SPCS zones and input parameters
2
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- Stakeholder preferences will be negotiated with NGS state by state.
- Lacking unanimous stakeholder preference, default parameters will be used.
Algorithms for bidirectional conversions:
This section describes algorithms that can be used for performing bidirectional geodetic position and
state plane coordinate conversions on the NATRF2022. Each algorithm is generic in that it can also be
used for coordinate conversions that are not part of the NGS defined SPCS – UTM for example. In that
case, the user is responsible for the input parameters and for the integrity of the results.
In addition to state plane coordinate conversions, the terms “forward” and “inverse” are used to
describe geodetic computations on the ellipsoid and in plane surveying computations. To reduce
ambiguity, the conversion of latitude/longitude to state plane coordinates (Direct) is designated as BK10
and the conversion of state plane coordinates to latitude/longitude (Inverse) is designated BK11.
Likewise, LDPs conversions are designated BK14 (Direct) and BK15 (Inverse) – see Table 1.1 and Figure
1.4 in reference.7
The following algorithms are adapted from NGS Manual 5. Those equations were developed over the
past 200 plus years by geodesists and mathematicians of long-standing professional stature and current
spatial data users enjoy the benefits of their collective contributions. Looking ahead to bidirectional
mapping conversions on the NATRF2022, modifications to the Manual 5 algorithms to accommodate
LDPs are really quite minimal, but they are enormously important. For those interested, NGS Manual 5
can be downloaded from. . .
https://geodesy.noaa.gov/library/pdfs/NOAA_Manual_NOS_NGS_0005.pdf
With provision for counting longitude eastward, the conversion algorithms for transverse Mercator and
oblique Mercator can be used as published in Manual 5. 5 The grid scale factor on the central axis of the
zone is already a design parameter. The only change needed for a LDP is that an enlarged grid scale
factor is assigned to the central axis of the projection rather than choosing a grid scale factor of unity
(1.0) for a tangent projection or less than unity for a typical secant projection (0.9999 for a state plane
system or 0.9996 for a UTM projection). The grid scale factor on the axis of a LDP is computed using
equation 1.
𝑘� = 1 +

��
��

where

(1)

𝑘� = input parameter defining the “scale” of a zone.
ℎ� = ellipsoid height used in defining the “scale” of a zone.
𝑅� = geometrical mean radius of curvature at zone center.

Comments about obtaining a value for 𝑘� :

1. This is a design parameter developed by NGS for the NATRF2022 state plane zones. NGS policy is
that 𝑘� will be computed and held “exact” to 6 decimal places for SPCS zones.
2. 𝑘� can be computed by user for “any” user-defined application.
3. Based on significant digit considerations, only 3 (maybe 4) digits are needed for ℎ� & 𝑅� .
4. For more details on computing 𝑘� , see page 11 of the Oregon Handbook reference.8

According to NGS, GRS 80 will be used for NATRF2022 applications and all conversions will be in meters.
3
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1. Semi-major axis
2. Flattening
3. Eccentricity squared
Transverse Mercator Projection:

a = 6,378,137 m (exact)
1/f = 298.25722210088. . .
𝑒 � = 0.0066943800229. . .

As given in NGS Manual 5, the following parameters are required to define a transverse Mercator
projection. The only change needed for a LDP is the defining grid scale factor on the central meridian.
These parameters will be determined and provided by NGS for all SPCS zones.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Geodetic latitude of the origin.
False northing (may be zero) assigned to latitude of origin.
East longitude of central meridian (CM), longitude difference is positive east of CM .
False easting on central meridian.
Grid scale factor on central meridian.

Oblique Mercator Projection:
As given in NGS Manual 5, the following parameters are required to define an oblique Mercator
projection. One additional parameter is needed for the oblique Mercator projection because the
azimuth of the positive skew axis at the local origin is also required. As before, the only “change”
needed for a LDP is the defining grid scale factor at the center (local origin) of the projection. These
parameters will be provided by NGS for all SPCS zones.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Geodetic latitude of the origin.
False northing (may be zero) assigned to latitude of origin.
East longitude of central meridian (CM), longitude difference is positive east of CM .
False easting on central meridian.
Grid scale factor at the local origin.
Azimuth of positive skew axis at local origin.

Lambert Conic Conformal Projection:
The two-standard parallel Lambert conic conformal projection is used for SPCS on NAD 27 and NAD 83
projections. The two-standard parallel projection is changed to a one-standard parallel projection on the
NATRF2022 datum. That change requires a modification in the order in which derived projection
parameters are computed. The underlying equations are the same but, due to a modification in the
defining parameters, the mapping radius of the origin, 𝑅� , must be computed before the mapping
radius of the equator. Otherwise, the computational procedure is very similar.
The defining parameters for a one-standard parallel Lambert projection are. . .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Latitude of central parallel – this may also be latitude of origin.
Grid scale factor on projection axis.
Latitude of origin.
Longitude of central meridian - east
False northing on central meridian at grid origin.
False easting on central meridian.
4
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When using the two-standard parallel Lambert projection, the latitude of the central parallel, ∅� , was
determined as a consequence of the defined north and south standard parallels. Using that latitude, the
mapping radius of the Equator, 𝐾, was computed next. That was the mapping radius used to compute
the grid scale factor of the central parallel of latitude. (The computational sequence just described is
modified when the grid scale factor of the central parallel is input as a defining parameter.)
On NAD 83, the isometric latitude, 𝑄, (a mathematical requirement) and an intermediate value, 𝑊,
associated with the various latitudes were computed as:
𝑄� = 0.5 �ln
𝑄� = 0.5 �ln
sin ∅� =

����� ∅�
����� ∅�

����� ∅�
����� ∅�

− 𝑒 ln

− 𝑒 ln

��� ��� ∅�
�
��� ��� ∅�

��� ��� ∅�
��� ��� ∅�

��[�� ��� ∅� /(�� ��� ∅� )]
�� � ��

𝑄� = 0.5 �ln

����� ∅�
����� ∅�

− 𝑒 ln

𝑎𝑛𝑑

�

𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾 =

��� ��� ∅�
��� ��� ∅�

�

𝑊� = �1 − 𝑒 � 𝑠𝑖𝑛� ∅�

𝑊� = �1 − 𝑒 � 𝑠𝑖𝑛� ∅�

� ��� ∅� ���(�� ��� ∅� )
�� ��� ∅�

𝑎𝑛𝑑

=

(2) & (3)
(4) & (5)

� ��� ∅� ���(�� ��� ∅� )
�� ��� ∅�

𝑊� = �1 − 𝑒 � 𝑠𝑖𝑛� ∅�

(6) & (7)
(8) & (9)

Notes. . .
1. The mapping radius, K, can be computed based on either the north standard parallel
or the south standard parallel.
2. The expression exp(x) is the same as x
where = 2.718281828 (the base of natural logarithms).
3. Ln = natural logarithm.
4. 𝑒 = 𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑑 = √𝑒 � = �2 𝑓 − 𝑓 �
𝑅� =

NATRF2022:

�

���(�� ��� ∅� )

𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘� =

(�� ��� ∅� �� )
�

(10) & (11)

Instead of defining the Lambert projection with two standard parallels, this is where the one-parallel
Lambert algorithm does it differently. The defining input for the one-parallel projection is the chosen
latitude of the central parallel, ∅� , and the grid scale factor, 𝑘� , assigned to that latitude. (Other defining
parameters are the same.) Remember, a unity (1.0) grid scale factor at the central parallel latitude is
associated with a tangent (one-parallel) projection. The conventional Lambert conic conformal secant
projection with two standard parallels has a grid scale factor on the central parallel (as computed above)
less than unity (1.0). The unique feature of a LDP is a consequence of choosing a grid scale factor greater
than unity (1.0) on the central parallel which pushes the projection surface to the ellipsoid height
selected by the user.7 NGS will provide the defining central parallel latitude and the associated grid scale
factor for each defined/adopted SPCS zone. Otherwise, equation 1 can be used to determine the
defining grid scale factor associated with the selected central parallel latitude.
When defining a one-parallel Lambert projection, equations 10 needs to be used before equation 7
for 𝐾. With ∅� 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘� in hand, equation 12 is solved for 𝑅� and equation 13 is solved for 𝐾 as:
5
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𝑅� =

� ��
�� ��� ∅�

𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾 = 𝑅� exp(𝑄� sin ∅� ) =

� �� ��� (�� ��� ∅� )
�� ��� ∅�

(12) & (13)

With values for 𝑅� and 𝐾 in hand, the remaining computations for the Direct and Inverse conversions
proceed as outlined in NGS Manual 5.
Examples:
The Geometronics Unit of the Highway Division of the Oregon Department of Transportation has
pioneered use of LDPs in conjunction with NGS by implementing a series of LDPs throughout the state.
All three projection types, Lambert Conic Conformal, Transverse Mercator, and Oblique Mercator, are
included in the set of 39 different zones covering the entire state. The Oregon Handbook includes
computational examples in each of those zones to serve as test cases for those users who wish to
program their own conversions. Parameters for each zone are included on pages 23 and 24 of the
“Oregon Coordinate Reference System Handbook and Map Set” – version 3.018 which can be
downloaded as a free pdf file from. . .
ftp://ftp.odot.state.or.us/ORGN/Documents/ocrs_handbook_user_guide.pdf
When using the parameters provided in the Handbook and the algorithms described herein as modified
from NGS Manual 5, the results should match the plane coordinate values to 5 decimal places (in
meters). The stipulation by NGS is that the bidirectional conversions should be correct within 0.01 mm.
Realistically, few users need that level of computational precision but, by imposing that criterion, any
discrepancy encountered cannot be blamed on a defective algorithm.
The algorithms described herein were embodied in a program written by the author with results
meeting the criterion listed above. A pdf file containing printouts for each example is available at:
www.globalcogo.com/SPCStests.pdf
The actual printouts include the zone parameters in each case and additional results from both Direct
(BK14) and Inverse (BK15) conversions. Reader’s attention is also directed to an added example in each
case showing the latitude and longitude computed from the results of the BK14 conversion. Initially, the
input latitude and longitude were input to the nearest 1 second to compute plane coordinates. Then the
latitude/longitude (at the conclusion of both a BK14 and subsequent BK15 conversion) should agree
within 1.00000 seconds of arc. This agreement – between direct and reverse - demonstrates
preservation of the bidirectional computational precision.
References:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

NGS, 2020, web site on 2022 datums. . . https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/datums/newdatums/index.shtml.
Federal Register Notice - 1959, 24 FR 4348.
Claire, Charles N., 1968, “State Plane Coordinates by Automatic Data Processing,” Publication 62-4.
Burkholder, E.F., 1980, “A Metric Map Projection for the State of Michigan,” MS Thesis, Purdue.
Stem, James E., 1989, “State Plane Coordinate System of 1983,” NOAA Manual NOS NGS 5.
Burkholder, E.F., 1993, “Design of a Local Coordinate System for Surveying, Engineering, and GIS/LIS,”
Surveying & Land Information Systems, Vol 53, No. 1.
Burkholder, E.F., 2018, The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Principles & Applications, 2n Ed, CRC Press.
Armstrong, M.L., J. Thomas, K. Bays, M. Dennis, 2017, “Oregon Coordinate Reference System –
Handbook and Map Set,” Version 3.01, Oregon Department of Transportation, Salem, OR. Δ
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Vectors Inc. Geospatial Community Relief Fund

13

Do you know someone directly affiliated with the geospatial community who might benefit from our
support?
The Vectors Inc. team was in a meeting right after learning that businesses would be shut down due to
the COVID-19 outbreak in Colorado and New Mexico. Our president and CEO Matt Nawrocki posed the
question, "What can we do to help those in our geospatial community?"
We learned of customers who were being laid off and we learned of business owners who were struggling.
Our conversations continued and suggestions were made. There are times of struggle for all of us, not only
during global pandemics but in everyday life.
Through the continued discussions and desire to help, the Vectors Inc. Geospatial Community Relief Fund
was born.
If you would like to learn more about our mission or to nominate someone in our geospatial community to
receive donation funds visit our website at www.vectorsinc.com to fill out the nomination form.
Respectfully,
Lou Rollins
Accounts Receivable - Marketing - Web Development
5640 Venice Ave NE, Unit J
Albuquerque, NM 87113
Office: 505-821-3044
Cell: 505-318-8183
Email: LouR@VectorsInc.com
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Source: NSPS News and Views

AllTerra Central
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AllTerra Central, Inc. is the Trimble Geospatial Distributor for Survey, Mapping and Marine products
in Texas and Oklahoma, as well as the Mapping product distributor for New Mexico. AllTerra owns and
operates the world’s largest private RTK Network with over 2,800 subscribers across Texas, Oklahoma
and now New Mexico. AllTerra’s team of highly experienced and dedicated people provide the best
knowledge and customer service in the Geospatial industries with cutting edge positioning technology and
solutions. With Sales Teams across all three states, 10 Support Technicians and 13 Service Technicians
in 5 Service Centers, we stand ready to provide sales, rentals, training, repair service, and support of the
best products at the best prices. AllTerra is committed to building long-term personal and professional
relationships with our customers, our vendors and our team members through exceptional, reliable,
professional and courteous service. Visit us at www.allterracentral.com or give us a call at 877-309-4099.
We are here to help!
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CNM News

Benchmarks September 2020
Emiliano Salazar - President

Central New Mexico Community College
NMPS Student Chapter
After more than 10 years of dedication, care, and support to the CNM Survey program,
Ron Forstbauer has decided to retire and enjoy more time with his wife Therese. We have been
incredibly fortunate to have Ron as our instructor over the years. He demonstrated and promoted
the importance of mentorship and always instilled integrity, precision, and knowledge to his
students and reminding them of the enormous
responsibilities that come with being a surveyor.
Ron taught many classes at CNM that supported
the Survey program but also GIS, construction
management, and other disciplines taught at the
School of Applied technologies involving geospatial sciences and UAS Technologies. Among
other achievements, Ron was recognized as a
Distinguished Faculty Member and was
instrumental in the Surveying Technology
Program winning the Surveying Educational
Award from the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying, resulting in a
$10,000 benefit to CNM. Ron has been known and
respected throughout the survey community in
New Mexico and practiced land surveying for
many years. He served on the New Mexico Board
of Licensure for Professional Engineers & Professional Surveyors and was very active in the
NMPS. Ron led his students to several NSPS
student competitions – two first-place awards
and one second-place award. Ron will be deeply missed. He is very much appreciated for his
dedication and love for his students and the
survey profession. Please reach out to Ron to
congratulate him and wish him all the best.
Thank you, Ron, from your students in the NMPS
CNM Student Chapter. Δ

Ron Forstbauer
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412 N. Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
Tel: (575) 393-3117
Fax: (575) 393-3450
www.jwsc.biz

VISIT TO VIEW OUR FULL LINE
OF CUSTOM MANUFACTURED
SURVEY ACCESSORIES

NMSU News
Greetings,
Classes have begun here at NMSU, and we are all looking forward to making the most out of this unusual
start to the semester. While most classes have resumed in an online environment, there are still a few
classes with ‘hybrid’ models that involve in-person labs. NMSU has implemented safety procedures and
protocols in hopes to keep things running as smoothly as possible.
With the challenges presented by COVID-19, it is hard for the chapter to hold in person events as in
the past. However, the College of Engineering has done a good job with trying to hold some online
recruitment events for engineering clubs in hopes that most organizations will be able to return to in
person events in the Spring 2021 semester. We will try our hardest to have some types of activities this
semester, Covid safe of course.
We did get the results of the NSPS Student Competition this past spring, in which we received an
honorable mention. Thank you to all that helped contribute to our paper! While the in-person competition
was cancelled, we want to thank you all for financial contributions to assist in our travel arrangements. We
have yet to see if there will be a competition this upcoming year as we have known it in the past, or if it
will be altered as it was this year. However, we will always be looking towards the future.
Evan Pointer
NMPS NMSU Student Chapter President
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Inquiry for Trails and Recreation Data
Value of a Robust National Trails Database
The USGS has been seeking and leveraging
partnerships with agencies and organizations to
aggregate authoritative trails and recreational data on
into a set of seamless, consistent data on national
level suitable for mapping and GIS processes. These
data support USGS cartographic products including US
Topo, The National Map cached based map services
and dynamic web services. All USGS mapping services
and products are in the public domain and available as
a free download.

Request
The USGS is in the process of building a national digital trails database using GIS trails data aggregated
from federal, state, and local partners and would like to include your public domain trails data. If
available, we would also like to include related recreational points of interest including trailheads,
visitors’ centers, campgrounds, ranger stations, cabins, picnic facilities, and park headquarters.

Benefits to You
A robust national trails database supports trail planning tools and efforts. For example, the trails
decision support tool (TRAILS) developed under the USGS National Digital Trails Project helps land
managers to improve connectivity between trail systems by suggesting routes for trail connectors.
Agencies are not only interested in improving connections within Federal lands; they want to extend
connectivity to state and local trail systems where it makes sense for all parties.
Integrating your data into the USGS National Trails Database will make your data available to the public
through the National Map products and services. This is the best way to ensure that authoritative trail
information is depicted on the US Topo maps.

What to Expect
If you are interested in working with us, please make available a copy of your data via download link,
feature service, GDB, or shapefile. Once received the data will undergo an internal review to ensure the
data are within our minimum standards. The USGS will provide a report discussing the results of the
review. If the dataset is acceptable and in the public domain, the USGS will work with your agency to
develop a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). The MOU is not required but is suggested so each
party understands each other’s roles and responsibilities.

Contact Information
For any questions, please contact trails@usgs.gov. To learn more about the project, visit National Digital
Trails website. To view current data in the USGS National Trails Database, visit Trail Explorer.
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The following is from Gar Clarke- NM GIO (Teams meeting to be instituted). These are
some of the items of interest to surveyors.
VIRTUAL GACAPHONICS: We will be getting back into the swing of things with our
Monthly NM Geospatial Advisory Committee Meeting. Details below and some news to
boot.
DoIT Geospatial Advisory Committee Meetings

Time: 9:30-12:00
Day: Second Tuesday of every month
Place: MS Teams Virtual
Agenda: Usually the day before or earlier if possible
Techno High: Various

GAC BUSINESS ITEMS
•
UAS: The Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) GAC Subcommittee is forming. If interested
contact CoChairs Linda Delay and/or Su Zhang.
o
Contacts: Linda DeLay (linda.delay@state.nm.us) and Su Zhang (suzhang@unm.edu)
•
Elevation: The Elevation Data Planning and Acquisition Subcommittee is retooling themselves
into a more expansive arena to include other data acquisition programs/projects. The new name will be the
Geospatial Data Acquisition and Coordination Committee (GDACC). Given NM GAC will be recognized
in the Department of Information Technology Agency Police and given the hopeful future that funding to
support data planning/acquisition; this subcommittee may end up vetting projects and making recommendations to our membership. This is not a swan song for the current subcommittee members, yet they will
morph gracefully into the new name and function. Before the morph though, we want to all join hands and
scream praise regarding the success of these folks to provide New Mexico with Wall to Wall Coverage of
Lidar Data. An amazing accomplishment that brought over $25M+ of Federal and Local Resources into a
collaborative implementation. I just may send each one some of my burnt bake goods. Congratulations!!!
Any questions, please contact the Subcommittee CoChairs: Mike Inglis or Paul Neville.
o
Mike Inglis: minglis@edac.unm.edu
o
Paul Neville: pneville@edac.unm.edu
•
Floodplain Data: This arose out of a question, yet feel the information is worthwhile to many of
you. Shawn Penman, Certified Floodplain Manager at EDAC, has the following clicks to data:
o
Regulatory NFIP Data: https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home
o
FEMA Online Viewer: https://www.fema.gov/national-flood-hazard-layer-nfhl
o
FEMA R6 Projects: https://webapps.usgs.gov/infrm/estBFE/
o
First Street Database: https://firststreet.org/
•
RGIS Data: We’ve been getting a bunch of requests for data. Of course the place to go is our
Geospatial Data Clearinghouse, lovingly referred to as RGIS (Resource Geographic Information System)
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managed by EDAC. Lately there is a bunch of interest in the NM911 Address Points and Road Centerline
Data that is updated monthly by EDAC. Links follow:
o
RGIS: http://rgis.unm.edu/
o
July Address Points:
		
https://rgis.unm.edu/rgis6/dataset.html?uuid=47a2f16f-7037-471d-8278-5625bd260897
o
July Roads:
		
https://rgis.unm.edu/rgis6/dataset.html?uuid=50b4ce39-9fbf-4c54-80aa-5458e20495e2

NM TRD/AXIOMATIC – WINNERS: Larry Brotman, NMTRD

Whoa we’ve got a celebrity in our midst. Larry Brotman and the smart folks at Axiomatic won a Special
Achievement in GIS during the recent Esri Virtual User Conference that was attended by over 80,000
lovers of the coordinate. Great thing for NM TRD and Axiomatic and a wonderful nod towards
New Mexico. Congratulations. Read all about it within the following click:
o
NM SAG: https://events.esri.com/conference/sagList/?fa=Detail&SID=2969

TRAIL FINDERS – USGS ASK: Carol Lydic, USGS NM Liaison

The USGS want your digital trails to create a National Trails Database that is “robust”. The attached document explains the detail, yet if you’ve got trail data send it off to USGS Trail Folks. In addition, this is
something that we’d like to have for New Mexico and posted within RGIS. Whatever you send to USGS,
please copy RGIS as well.
•
Contact: trails@usgs.gov
•
View Current Data:
		
https://usgs.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d3c32c758316402dbd8
		
292b7ffea720e

GAC WebWorld:

- GAC Website: http://www.gac.state.nm.us/
- GAC Subcommittees:
•
Elevation: http://www.gac.state.nm.us/subcommittees/elevation.html
•
Decennial Census: http://www.gac.state.nm.us/subcommittees/decennialcensus.html
•        National Hydrography:  http://www.gac.state.nm.us/subcommittees/hydrography.html
•        Cadastral:  http://www.gac.state.nm.us/subcommittees/cadastral.html

Gar Clarke
NM Geospatial Information Officer
Agency Tribal Liaison
Department of Information Technology
Simms Building
715 Alta Vista Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Email: george.clarke@state.nm.us
Desk: 505.827-1663
Cell: 505.690-1661
DoIT Web: http://www.doit.state.nm.us/
GAC Web: http://www.gac.state.nm.us
Broadband Web: http://www.doit.state.nm.us/broadband/index.shtml Δ
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Congratulate David Acosta, PS for starting a new position at NSPS
- Editor
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Diversity in Land Surveying Committee Chair at
National
Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS)
On a side note I have been getting more involved with NSPS and I have taken a position as
a Chairman for the Diversity in Land Surveying Committee.
In a nutshell we are looking in the mirror of surveying and saying…
Ɵ Why aren’t there more women in Surveying?
Ɵ Why don’t young adults or kids know about what a Land Surveyor does?
Ɵ Why aren’t there more minorities in power positions?
Ɵ Are we showing the world that anyone can be a surveyor or only those who are 		
good at hammering hubs and withstanding the heat of the summer and cold 		
of the winter.
We are planning to collect data and then use that information to help us align our recruiting
and outreach.
-David Acosta

David Acosta
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Community Relocation Pilot Endorsed
A Government Accountability Office (GAO) report found that sea level rise due to climate change
threatens areas where millions of Americans live. In all but the lowest projections, retreat or relocation
of communities from coastal areas will be unavoidable, according to the U.S. Global Change Research
Program. One way to prepare is to preemptively move away from vulnerable areas. But few communities
have considered such climate migration. There is some related federal funding, but it’s hard to use for
climate migration because the programs are designed to address other priorities. GAO recommended
Congress consider establishing a federally-led pilot program to help communities interested in
relocation.
Read some of what the GAO Found:
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-20-488?MvBriefArticleId=40553 and here’s a start…
“GAO identified few communities in the United States that have considered climate migration as a
resilience strategy, and two—Newtok, Alaska, and Isle de Jean Charles, Louisiana—that moved forward
with relocation. Newtok, for example, faced imminent danger from shoreline erosion due to thawing
permafrost and storm surge (see figure). Literature and experts suggest that many more communities
will need to consider relocating in coming decades.” Δ
Source: NSPS News

Left: Anyone who can
recognize these two freshwater gnomes wins a
wonderful all expenses paid
round trip to
Remainia...

Right: We hired Jeremy Trujillo (Mike
Trujillo's son) for the summer, but with
Covid he may be here longer if his classes
are only going to be offered online. Bad
for him as he is a senior at NMSU, but
we can sure use the man power and are
grateful to have him. Here is a picture of
Jeremy in wild's of the SF Mall. Sent in by
Ed Trujillo of Dawson Surveys.
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GeoShack
Dallas and El Paso, TX and
Albuquerque, NM

Sustaining Members
Tim Aldrich
Aldrich Land Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Kery Greiner
Tierra Surveys, LLC,
Las Cruces, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Global Cogo, Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Ira Hardin
Hardin Engineering
Las Cruces, NM

Isaac Camacho
Brock & Bustillos Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Russ Hugg
9384 Valley View Dr. NW
Albuquerque, NM

Douglas W. Copeland
Douglas W. Copeland PEPS
T or C, NM

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc.
Albuquerque, NM

Marc A. DePauli
DePauli Engineering &
Surveying, LLC
Gallup, NM

Keith Stickford
North Star Land Surveying
La Jara, NM

Russell Elliott
Elliott Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Salvador Vigil
Land Surveying Co., LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Thank you for your support!
Sustaining Membership

The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Please contact the NMPS office for more
information or to upgrade your existing membership.

New Mexico Professional Surveyors
52 El Dorado Rd
Corrales, NM 87048
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